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1. Introduction
The masses of the heavy quarks, especially of the top, are among the most important param-
eters in the standard model, having strong impact on e.g. precise consistency tests of the standard
model and the estimation of the electroweak vacuum stability. However, it must be kept in mind
that the mass of a heavy quark Q, due to confinement, is not a physical observable but should be
viewed as a formal theory parameter which depends on the renormalization scheme. Depending on
the observable and energy scale of interest different renormalization schemes are used in calcula-
tions to minimize theoretical uncertainties. Therefore it is necessary to determine precise relations
between the several mass renormalization schemes such that accurate comparisons can be made
between them.
Considering the pole mass scheme, it is well known that the resulting mass parameter mpoleQ
is linearly sensitive to small momenta and hence sensitive to the non-perturbative regime of QCD.
This low momentum sensitivity even grows rapidly with loop order and leads to the so-called
O(ΛQCD) renormalon [1–3]. On the other hand there are “short-distance masses” like the MS,
kinetic [4], PS [5], 1S [6–8], RS [9], and MSR [10,11] masses which have no linear low momentum
sensitivity and consequently do not have such a renormalon. The MS mass mQ(µ) is defined
analogous to the MS-renormalized strong coupling constant αs(µ). Like the strong coupling, the
MS mass mQ(µ) depends on a renormalization scale µ which should be parametrically of the order
or or higher than the mass scale itself. In the case of the MS mass this scale can be interpreted as the
scale above which short-distance information from on-shell self-energy diagrams is contained in
the mass. So the difference between MS and pole mass, mpole−mQ(µ), contains these self-energy
contributions between momentum zero and the scale µ .
In the approximation that all flavors lighter than the heavy quark Q are massless the relation
between the pole and MS mass can be written in the form
mpoleQ −mQ = mQ
∞
∑
n=1
an(nQ,nh)
(
α(nQ+nh)s (mQ)
4pi
)n
, (1.1)
where mQ ≡mQ(mQ), nQ is the number of quark flavors lighter than mQ (which are taken massless
at this point), nh is the number of quark flavors with mass mQ, and α
(nQ+nh)
s is the strong coupling
constant that evolves with nQ+nh active dynamical flavors according to the evolution equation
dα(nQ)s (µ)
dlogµ
= β (nQ)(αs(µ)) = −2α(nQ)s (µ)
∞
∑
n=0
β (nQ)n
(
α(nQ)s (µ)
4pi
)n+1
. (1.2)
The perturbative coefficients an(nQ,nh) are known up to O(α4s ) from explicit loop calcula-
tions [12–19]. Owing to their renormalon behavior, they are known asymptotically to all orders
through formulas like [3, 11]
aasyn (nQ,nh) = a
asy
n (nQ,0) = 4piN
(nQ)
1/2 (2β
(nQ)
0 )
n−1
∞
∑
k=0
g(nQ)k
Γ(n+ bˆ(nQ)1 − k)
Γ(1+ bˆ(nQ)1 )
, (1.3)
where g` and bˆ1 are polynomials of the QCD β -function coefficients βn (see Eq. (1.2)) and the
anomalous dimension of the MS mass [11], and N(nQ)1/2 is a normalization [11,20,21]. Numerically,
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the divergence pattern depends strongly on the massless flavor number nQ. It is intriguing that
already the 4-loop coefficient follows the asymptotic behavior quite closely:
aasy4 (nQ = 4,1) = 230192±14747, [11] (1.4)
a4(nQ = 4,1) = 214828±422. [19] (1.5)
2. Bottom and Charm Mass Dependence
Due to the hierarchy in quark masses, in many applications of heavy quark physics lighter
massive quarks may be taken as massless. However, since the pole mass is linearly sensitive to low
momenta, it is sensitive to lighter massive quark flavors q (mq >ΛQCD) as well. The impact is rele-
vant especially at high orders: the mass of a virtual quark flavor in an on-shell self-energy diagram
acts as an effective infrared cut-off at the mass scale and therefore this quark flavor effectively de-
couples at high orders where the series is governed by scales . ΛQCD [22]. It is obvious that, since
the masses of the lighter massive flavors alter the pattern of divergence of the renormalon series,
their induced corrections are themselves plagued by a renormalon.
The effects of massive lighter flavors in the pole-MS mass relation are known through explicit
loop calculation up to O(α3s ) [13, 23] and, as expected, these corrections are not convergent due
to the contained renormalon. Prior to our work [24] the large-order asymptotic behavior of these
corrections and a systematic approach to the flavor decoupling described in the previous paragraph
was unknown. In the this talk we discuss Ref. [24] where we introduced a renormalization group
framework, which is capable of describing exactly that and which allows to disentangle the mo-
mentum modes contributing to the pole-MS mass relation and resum the logarithms of quark mass
ratios which arise in this multi-scale problem.
For simplicity, in this talk only the case of the top quark being the external heavy quark is
discussed. We refer to Ref. [24] for the general case.
3. Renormalization Group Framework
3.1 Integrating out the Top and R-Evolution
Including the bottom and charm quark as massive flavors, the pole-MS mass relation for the
top quark can be written in the form [24]
mpolet − mt = mt
∞
∑
n=1
an(nt +1)
(
α(nt+1)s (mt)
4pi
)n
+mt
[
δ
(t,b,c)
t (1,rbt ,rct)+δ
(b,c)
t (rbt ,rct)+δ
(c)
t (rct)
]
, (3.1)
where nt = 5 denotes the number of quark flavors lighter than the top, and the perturbative coef-
ficients an(nt + 1) ≡ an(nt + 1,0) are now describing only the QCD corrections from gluons and
nt + 1 massless virtual quark flavors. The terms δ t contain the mass corrections coming from the
top quark on-shell self-energy diagrams with insertions of virtual massive quark loops and can be
written in a perturbative expansion in α(nt+1)s . The superscripts of the form (q,q′, . . .) indicate
that each included diagram contains at least one insertion of the massive quark q and in addition
2
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all possible insertions of the (lighter) massive quarks q′, . . . as well as of massless quark and glu-
onic loops. b and c refer to the bottom and charm quark respectively. From each diagram the
corresponding diagram with all the quark loops in the massless limit is subtracted. The fraction
rqq′ ≡ mq/mq′ stands for the ratio of MS masses for the quarks q and q′.
To set up the renormalization group framework and disentangle the different momentum re-
gions below the top mass scale, we use the natural MSR mass mMSRt (R) which was introduced in
Ref. [10, 11], adapted to account for the effects of massive lighter quarks. In the presence of mas-
sive bottom and charm quarks (i.e. for R scales between top and bottom mass) the top quark MSR
mass is then defined through [24]1
mpolet −mMSRt (R) = R
∞
∑
n=1
an(nt)
(
α(nt)s (R)
4pi
)n
+mt
[
δ (b,c)t (rbt ,rct)+δ
(c)
t (rct)
]
, (3.2)
where the coefficients an are the same as in the pole-MS relation Eq. (3.1) and R is a momentum
scale which is in principle arbitrary, but should be sufficiently larger than ΛQCD to stay away from
the Landau pole. The terms δt are derived from the respective δ t of Eq. (3.1) by (literally) re-
placing α(nt+1)s → α(nt)s in the perturbative expansions. Introducing the MSR mass is useful since
the MS mass is not adequate to describe scales far below the heavy quark mass scale. The MSR
mass achieves two aims in this context: first, the heavy quark is removed as a dynamical degree
of freedom from the series (i.e. integrated out). Second, the MSR mass introduces linear scale
dependence (which is realized in its definition where each factor mt multiplying the coefficients
an on the RHS of Eq. (3.1) is replaced by the arbitrary momentum scale R). Linear scale depen-
dence is crucial in the low momentum region to describe the linear low momentum sensitivity of
the pole mass. The replacement of mt and the removal of the dynamical effects of the top quark
in the definition of the MSR mass do not change the asymptotic high order behavior of the series,
since the latter is independent of the heavy quark mass and the number of massive flavors. One can
interpret the MSR mass as the pole mass minus all self-energy contributions coming from scales
below R and all virtual quark mass corrections from quarks lighter than the heavy quark, see the
left plot of Fig. 1. So the MSR mass represents the proper extension of the MS mass concept for
renormalization scales below the top quark mass.
Integrating out the top quark leads to a matching coefficient
∆m(6→5)t (mt) = mMSRt (mt)−mt , (3.3)
which contains the hard corrections coming from the virtual heavy top and therefore does not have
any O(ΛQCD) ambiguity, which is also illustrated in the right plot of Fig. 1. ∆m
(nt+1→nt)
t (mt)
1In Ref. [25] a different version of the MSR mass was suggested where for the lighter quark mass corrections in
the second term of Eq. (3.2) all factors mt (i.e. the overall factor and in the rqt ratios) were also replaced by R. The R-
evolution of the MSR mass in this scheme depends in a more complicated way on the lighter quark masses: the nontrivial
light quark mass corrections fully enter the R-evolution equations and the threshold corrections at the lighter quark mass
thresholds are modified. In contrast, in our scheme, the evolution agrees exactly with that for nq massless quarks for
scales just below mq and the remaining nontrivial light quark mass corrections enter as threshold corrections of the
evolution. Thus our scheme adopts the convention that is commonly adopted for the QCD coupling αs and realizes an
analogous separation of evolution and matching/threshold corrections. Both schemes, however, lead to equivalent results
in phenomenological applications.
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can therefore be computed to high precision using the an coefficients which are known up to
O(α4s ) [12–19], see Tab. 1.
The renormalization group equation in R resulting from Eq.(3.2) is linear in R and is called the
R-evolution equation. For an arbitrary heavy quark flavor Q, it takes the form
R
d
dR
mMSRQ (R) =−Rγ R,(nQ)(α(nQ)s (R)) =−R
∞
∑
n=0
γ R,(nQ)n
(
α(nQ)s (R)
4pi
)n+1
, (3.4)
where the coefficients γ R,(nQ)n are known up to four loops and given in Refs. [10,11]. It is easy to see
that Eq. (3.4) is renormalon-free since the renormalon ambiguity of the series proportional to R is
independent of R and therefore cancels when differentiated. The solution of the R-evolution equa-
tion Eq. (3.4) can be used to relate MSR masses at different values of the scale R in a renormalon
free way without picking up large logarithms. This solution can be written as
∆m(nQ)(R,R′) = mMSRQ (R
′)−mMSRQ (R) =
∞
∑
n=0
γR,(nQ)n
∫ R
R′
dR
(
α(nQ)s (R)
4pi
)n+1
, (3.5)
where ∆m(nQ)(R,R′) represents the self-energy contributions to the mass in the presence of nQ
active dynamical flavors coming from the scales between R′ and R. This is illustrated in the right
plot of Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Left: Graphical illustration of the physical contributions contained in the pole, MSR and MS mass
schemes coming from the different momentum scales for the case of the top quark. The quark loops stand for
the contributions of the virtual massive quark loops contained in the masses. Right: Graphical illustration for
pole-MS mass differences, the MSR-MS mass matching corrections and MSR mass differences for different
R scales.
3.2 Top-Bottom and Bottom-Charm Mass Matching
As the next step one can, successively, integrate out the lighter massive flavors, which in the
case of the top quark applies to the bottom and charm quarks.
In a first step one compares the pole-MSR mass relation for the top quark of Eq. (3.2) to the
pole-MS mass relation for the next lighter massive quark, i.e. the bottom
mpoleb − mb = mb
∞
∑
n=1
an(nb+1)
(
α(nb+1)s (mb)
4pi
)n
+mb
[
δ
(b,c)
t (1,rcb)+δ
(c)
t (rcb)
]
, (3.6)
4
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with nb+1= nt = 5. For R=mb the RHS is identical in the approximation that in the virtual quark
loops all nt lighter quarks (including the bottom quark) are treated as massless. This identity is a
consequence of heavy quark symmetry [26] and is also valid when comparing the bottom to the
charm quark.
The difference of these two expressions encodes the heavy quark symmetry breaking correc-
tions coming from the finite virtual charm and bottom quark masses and the resulting matching
relation reads
δm(t→b)b,c (mb,mc) =
[
mpolet −mMSRt (mb)
]
−
[
mpoleb −mb
]
= mt
[
δ (b,c)t (rbt ,rct)+δ
(c)
t (rct)
]
−mb
[
δ
(b,c)
b (1,rcb)+ δ¯
(c)
b (rcb)
]
. (3.7)
The individual δn terms in the second line of Eq. (3.7) carry infrared sensitive contributions and
therefore contain anO(ΛQCD) renormalon ambiguity which leads to very bad perturbative behavior.
In Eq. (3.7) however, these renormalon ambiguities mutually cancel such that the top-bottom mass
matching δm(t→b)b,c (mb,mc) is a short distance quantity and shows excellent convergence, see Fig. 2.
After doing the top-bottom mass matching the problem of integrating out the bottom quark is
analogous to integrating out the top quark in Sec. 3.1 which results in another matching contribution
∆m(5→4)b (mb) = m
MSR
b (mb)−mb, containing the corrections coming from virtual bottom quarks.
3.3 Putting the Pieces Together
Through successive R-evolution with the appropriate flavor number (see Eq. (3.5)) and match-
ing at the mass thresholds of the bottom and charm quark (see Eqs. (3.3), (3.7) and their gener-
alizations to the appropriate flavors) we can now decouple the different momentum regions in the
pole-MS relation of Eq. (3.1). The resulting formula for the top quark pole mass reads
mpolet = mt +∆m
(6→5)
t (mt)+∆m(5)(mt ,mb)+δm
(t→b)
b,c (mb,mc)
+∆m(5→4)b (mb)+∆m
(4)(mb,mc)+δm
(b→c)
c (mc) (3.8)
+∆m(4→3)c (mc)+∆m(3)(mc,R)+R
∞
∑
n=1
an(n` = 3,0)
(
α(3)s (R)
4pi
)n
,
where all logarithms log(mb/mt) and log(mc/mb) are systematically resummed. All quantities
except for the last term are free from an O(ΛQCD) renormalon ambiguity and can be evaluated to
high precision using the available 4-loop expressions for an [12–19] and 3-loop expressions for
the mass corrections [13, 23], see Tab. 1. The renormalon ambiguity is contained solely in the R-
dependent last term which is just equal to mpolec −mMSRc (R). This relation specifies the charm quark
pole mass ambiguity, and it fully encodes the top and bottom quark pole mass ambiguities due to
heavy quark symmetry [26]. The occurring contributions are illustrated in the right plot of Fig. 1.
4. Some Applications
4.1 Light Virtual Quark Mass Corrections at O(α4s )
As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, the mass matching contributions show excellent convergence al-
though their individual contributions from the mass corrections in the second line of Eq. (3.7) bear
5
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O(αns ) n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
∆m(5)(mt ,mb) 8.536±1.008 9.336±0.225 9.368±0.035 9.331±0.016
∆m(4)(mb,mc) 0.337±0.098 0.419±0.063 0.434±0.026 0.423±0.017
∆m(6→5)t (mt) 0 0.021±0.004 0.033±0.003 0.032±0.001
∆m(5→4)b (mb) 0 0.003±0.001 0.006±0.002 0.004±0.001
δm(t→b)b,c (mb,mc) 0 0.007±0.004 0.006±0.001 -
δm(b→c)c (mc) 0 0.004±0.002 0.004±0.001 -
Table 1: Numerical values of the universal building blocks of Eq. (3.8), all in GeV. For the quark mass
values mt = 163 GeV, mb = 4.2 GeV and mc = 1.3 GeV was used.
very large renormalon contributions. In the left plot of Fig. 2 the top-MSR bottom-MS mass match-
ing correction δm(t→b)b,c (mb,mc) of Eq. (3.7) is displayed as a function of the renormalization scale
µ at O(α2s ) (red dashed line) and O(α3s ) (red solid line) for (mt ,mb,mc) = (163,4.2,1.3) GeV.
The matching correction at O(α3s ) amounts to 6 MeV and has a scale variation of only 1 MeV
for mb ≤ µ ≤ mt . Compared to the O(α2s ) result we see a strong reduction of scale depen-
dence. The plot also shows the virtual bottom and charm mass effects in the top quark self-energy
(green curves) and the virtual bottom and charm mass effects to the bottom quark self-energy (blue
curves), i.e. the first and second term of the second line of Eq. (3.7), at O(α2s ) (dashed) and O(α3s )
(solid). Both types of contributions each are quite large and furthermore do not at all converge.
The O(α3s ) corrections are even bigger than the O(α2s ) corrections, which indicates that the cor-
responding asymptotic large order behavior already dominates the O(α2s ) and O(α3s ) corrections.
An analog plot for the matching contribution δm(b→c)c (mc), describing the heavy quark symmetry
breaking corrections for the bottom quark coming from the finite charm quark mass can be seen on
the right side of Fig. 2.
This cancellation is expected theoretically due to heavy quark symmetry [26]. However, the
facts that the overall size of the matching corrections only amounts to a few MeV, and that the
corrections are only around 1 MeV already at O(α3s ) allows to draw interesting conceptual impli-
cations for the large order asymptotic behavior of the virtual quark mass corrections in the mass
relations of Eq. (3.1) because we can expect the O(α4s ) matching corrections amount to less than
1 MeV. As a consequence we can predict the yet uncalculated virtual quark mass corrections at
O(α4s ) to within a few percent without an additional loop calculation by approximating the O(α4s )
correction in the mass matching by zero.
Let’s consider the matching correction δm(Q→q)q (mq) between the MSR mass of heavy quark
Q and the MS mass of the next lighter massive quark q assuming the massless approximation for
all quarks lighter than quark q, i.e. nQ = nq+1 = n`+1 and n` = nq being the number of massless
quarks. This situation applies to the matching relation for the top-MSR and the bottom MS masses
for a massless charm quark or to the matching relation between the bottom-MSR and the charm-MS
masses.
6
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Figure 2: Left: Top-MSR bottom-MS mass matching correction δm(t→b)b,c (mb,mc) at O(α
2
s ) (red dashed
curve) and O(α3s ) (red solid curve) over the renormalization scale µ , showing excellent perturbative behav-
ior. The virtual bottom and charm mass effects to the top quark self-energy of the first term of the second line
in Eq. (3.7) (green curves) and the virtual bottom and charm mass effects to the bottom quark self-energy of
the second term of the second line of Eq. (3.7) (blue curves) at O(α2s ) (dashed) and O(α3s ) (solid) individu-
ally showing very bad perturbative behavior. For the masses of the top, bottom and charm quarks the values
(mt ,mb,mc) = (163,4.2,1.3) GeV are used. Right: The bottom-MSR charm-MS mass matching correction
δm(b→c)c (mc) at O(α2s ) (red dashed curve) and O(α3s ) (red solid curve) over the renormalization scale µ .
The virtual charm mass effects to the bottom quark self-energy (green curves) and the virtual charm mass
effects to the charm quark self-energy (blue curves) are shown at O(α2s ) (dashed) and O(α3s ) (solid).
For µ = mQ, we can provide the very simple closed analytic expression
δ (q)Q,4(rqQ)≈ rqQ
[
δ (q)q,4 (1)−
(
6β (nQ)0 δ
(q)
q,3 (1)+4β
(nQ)
1 δ2(1)
)
ln(rqQ)+12δ2(1)
(
β (nQ)0 ln(rqQ)
)2]
.
(4.1)
The coefficients δ (q)q,n (1) describe the corrections from virtual massive loops of the heavy quark q to
the q self-energy and are known up to O(α4s ) from the full an coefficients computed in Refs. [12–
19].
In the left plot of Fig. 3 we show the prediction of δ (q)Q,4(rqQ) for the top (nQ = nt = 5, lower
band) and bottom (nQ = nb = 4, upper band) with a scale variation of mb≤ µ ≤mt and mc≤ µ ≤mb
respectively. The curves for Eq. (4.1) are shown as the black dashed lines. The uncertainty amounts
to ±3% (for rqQ . 0.1) or smaller (for rqQ > 0.1). The reliability of the prediction and uncertainty
estimate was additionally tested by “predicting” the already exactly known δ (q)Q,3(rqQ) (red curve)
using the same method, see the right plot of Fig. 3. The prediction is fully compatible with the
exact result and the uncertainty amounts to ±10% (for rqQ . 0.1) or smaller (for rqQ > 0.1).
This method can be generalized to arbitrary high orders in αs by using the known asymptotic
behavior of the coefficients an, as well as to the case of having a larger number of lighter massive
quarks.
4.2 Pole Mass Differences
Due to heavy quark symmetry, the difference of two heavy quark pole masses is free of
O(ΛQCD) renormalon ambiguities and can determined to high precision. The matching and R-
evolution of the MSR mass allow us to systematically sum logarithms of the mass ratios that would
7
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Figure 3: Left: Prediction for the O(α4s ) virtual quark mass correction δ
(q)
Q,4(rqQ) for mq ≤ µ ≤ mQ (green
bands) for nQ = n`+ 1 = 5 (lower band) and nQ = n`+ 1 = 4 (upper band). The black dashed lines show
the prediction for µ = mQ. Right: The O(α3s ) virtual quark mass correction δ
(q)
Q,3(rqQ) for nQ = n`+ 1 = 5
(red curve). The green band is the prediction for δ (q)Q,3(rqQ) using the method used in the left plot showing
excellent agreement to the exact result within errors.
remain unsummed in a fixed-order calculation [11]. The resulting relations between the top, bottom
and charm quark pole masses read
mpolet −mpoleb = [mt −mb]+∆m(6→5)t (mt)+∆m(5)(mt ,mb)+δm(t→b)b,c (mb,mc) , (4.2)
mpoleb −mpolec = [mb−mc]+∆m(5→4)b (mb)+∆m(4)(mb,mc)+δm(b→c)c (mc) , (4.3)
mpolet −mpolec = [mt −mc]+∆m(6→5)t (mt)+∆m(5)(mt ,mb)+δm(t→b)b,c (mb,mc)
+∆m(5→4)b (mb)+∆m
(4)(mb,mc)+δm
(b→c)
c (mc) . (4.4)
Each of the mass differences is a sum of the universal matching and evolution building blocks
discussed in Sec. 3 which each can be computed to high precision. The numerical evaluation using
the values given in Tab. 1 for the case (mt ,mb,mc) = (163,4.2,1.3) GeV gives
mpolet −mpoleb = 168.169±0.016 GeV , (4.5)
mpoleb −mpolec = 3.331±0.017 GeV , (4.6)
mpolet −mpolec = 171.500±0.024 GeV . (4.7)
The uncertainties should be considered as conservative estimates of the theoretical uncertainties
due to missing higher order corrections.
4.3 Pole Mass Ambiguity
It is well known that for asymptotic series the best possible estimate of the related quan-
tity is obtained when truncating the series at the smallest correction term ∆(nmin), where ∆(n) ≡
mpolet (n)−mpolet (n−1), and mpolet (n) is the partial sum at O(αns ) of the series for the top quark pole
mass that contains the O(ΛQCD) pole mass renormalon. The question is how large the uncertainty
of this best estimate is in the case of the series describing the relation between the pole and short
distance masses. For a truncated converging series the uncertainty is usually estimated by scale
8
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variation or by the size of the correction term where the series is truncated. However, in the case of
the considered diverging asymptotic series scale variation alone is not useful for error estimation
and there is no unique minimal correction term ∆(nmin) to truncate the series since there is a region
in orders n where the terms are almost of the same size [1, 2] (referred to as the “flat region”) and
where mpolet (n) increases linearly with the order. Both can be seen in Fig. 4 for the series for m
pole
t
obtained from mMSRt (mt) (i.e. R = mt).
mt
pole(n)-mt
pole(n-1)≈70 MeV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
172.0
172.5
173.0
173.5
174.0
Orders n
mt
pole(n) [GeV]
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
Orders n
Δ(n) [GeV]
5 6 7 8 9 10
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.11
5/4 Δ(nmin)
(1+1/4π) Δ(nmin)
Δ(nmin)
Figure 4: Left: Top quark pole mass as a function of order obtained from the MSR mass mMSRt (mt), mt =
163 GeV for massless bottom and charm quarks. The central dots refer to the renormalization scale µ = mt
for the strong coupling. The error bars arise from renormalization scale variation mt/2 ≤ µ ≤ 2mt . The
shaded stripe represents the region where the series grows almost linearly. Right: Size of the corrections
∆(n) of O(αns ) including scale variations from the left panel. The gray stripe represents the region where the
corrections are very close to the minimal correction ∆(n).
Our method to determine the inevitable uncertainty of the series, its ambiguity, takes all this
into account and is as follows:
• We identify the size of the smallest correction term ∆(nmin) and the range in orders n of
numerically close ones {n} f ≡ {n : ∆(n)≤ f ∆(nmin)}, where f & 1.
• We use half of the range of values covered by this region and include renormalization scale
variation in a given range as an estimate for the ambiguity. The midpoint of the covered
range is taken as the central value.
For f one should use a value close to one, but sufficiently large such that the orders where the
corrections ∆(n) are close to ∆(nmin) (in comparison to the ∆(n) outside the flat region) are covered.
We picked f = 1.25 to be definite and checked that the outcome is equivalent for variations 6/5≤
f ≤ 4/3, see Fig. 4.
Using Eq. (3.8), we can cross check that this method is consistent with heavy quark symmetry
by varying R, since the last term which contains the renormalon is equivalent to the pole-MS mass
difference of a quark of mass R. In Fig. 5 the top quark pole mass as a function of order obtained
from the MSR mass can be seen for different values of R, where for illustration the bottom and
charm quarks are taken to be massless. Although the minimal correction term varies between
about 60 MeV and 100 MeV for R = 163 GeV and R = 1.3 GeV respectively, the size of the
hatched region which represents the ambiguity does hardly change.
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Figure 5: Top quark pole mass as a function of order with massless bottom and charm quarks for different
values of R. The hatched horizontal bands show the best possible estimate as obtained with the method
described in Sec. 4.3.
Using Eq. (3.8) it is straightforward to implement bottom and charm quark masses. As a result
we obtain an ambiguity of 180 MeV when bottom and charm quarks are treated massless, and
220 MeV in the case of a massless charm quark. We obtain an ambiguity of 250 MeV for the
physical case of finite bottom and charm quarks. For more details we refer to Ref. [24].
The recent estimate of the ambiguity in Ref. [21] following the prescription of [3] is about
60% smaller and coincides with the size of the minimal correction term ∆(nmin) and also the scale
variation at O(αmins ) for R = 163 GeV. For smaller values of R their result for the ambiguity is
smaller than ∆(nmin) and the scale variation at O(αnmins ).
5. Comment on arXiv:1712.02796
In Ref. [27] one of the authors of Ref. [21] criticized four aspects of our ambiguity analysis.
(a) It is stated that the values of the parameter f (1.20 ≤ f ≤ 1.33) were too large for no reason
compared to the value f = 1.08 he claims to be more appropriate. We reply that the value of
f = 1.08 is designed to achieve an ambiguity estimate equal to theirs. Our range of f represents an
independent choice motivated by a conservative view on which terms in the flat region (see shaded
region in Fig. 4) should be taken into account. Since the outcome of the analysis has a rather strong
dependence on f in this range, we consider our more conservative choice more appropriate. (b)
It is stated that using values of R much below 163 GeV is unjustified. We reply that our method
does not have a significant dependence on R and, furthermore, that the use of R values sufficiently
larger than ΛQCD is in accordance with heavy quark symmetry. In fact, a consistent argumentation
concerning the size of the pole mass ambiguity must yield results that are robust with respect to
smaller values of R. (c) It is stated that the O(αns ) loop corrections ∆(n) should not be analyzed
at integer values n, but as a continuous function of n. We reply that we refrain from using a
method that relies on using loop corrections continued to arbitrary real values of n, because such a
treatment is far away from the usual way of dealing with perturbation theory. (d) It is stated that our
way to treat the renormalization scale dependence in our ambiguity estimate may be inconsistent
because it leads to larger scale variation for smaller R values. We reply that our final result for the
ambiguity does not depend on this issue. Furthermore we reply that such behavior is natural for
any usual treatment of perturbative series in QCD and that we did not want to rely on a method that
is designed to eliminate it on purpose. Overall, we state that the approach employed in Ref. [21]
is in our opinion quite optimistic and that the prescription of Ref. [3] has been adopted without
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scrutinizing. Our result represents a more conservative treatment that uses heavy quark symmetry
as the guiding principle.
6. Conclusions
We have provided a renormalization group framework which allows to study the mass effects
of virtual massive quark loops in the relation between the pole mass mpoleQ and short-distance masses
such as the MS mass mQ(µ) of a heavy quark Q, where we mean virtual loop insertions of quarks
q with ΛQCD < mq < mQ. In this context it is well-known that the virtual loops of a massive quark
act as an infrared cut-off on the virtuality of the gluon exchange that eliminates the effects of that
quark from the large order asymptotic behavior of the series.
It was examined (i) how the logarithms of mass ratios that arise in this multi-scale problem
can be systematically summed to all orders, (ii) the large order asymptotic behavior and structure
of the mass corrections themselves and (iii) the consequences of heavy quark symmetry.
Within this framework, we find that the bulk of the lighter virtual quark mass corrections
is determined by their large order asymptotic behavior already at O(α3s ), which confirms earlier
observations made in Refs. [28, 29] and [20]. We used this property to predict the previously
unknownO(α4s ) lighter virtual quark mass corrections to within a few percent without an additional
loop computation. Furthermore we calculated the differences of the top, bottom and charm quark
pole masses with a precision of around 20 MeV and determined the renormalon ambiguity of the
top quark pole mass which amounts to 250 MeV.
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